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TimeLine
Time Line Scroll

Time Scales

Made from a 100% cotton
blend canvas, this 12.5 ft x 1 ft
scroll rolls on two Birchwood
dowels for easy set-up,
clean-up and storage. Color
varies.

The Time Scale Curriculum
comes in a wooden box with
place makers for each unit set.
A beautiful addition to your
Montessori shelf.

A Great History Lesson

U.S. History

History of Mathematics

U.S. Presidents

This card set compliments the
Story of Numbers, one of the 5
Great Lessons. Students match
up historical events with date
cards on the Time Line.

History of Language

This 3-part card set includes all the
U.S. Presidents and can be used with
or without the TimeLine Scroll.
Designed in a “Who Am I” format,
students match up Presidents with
their Bio card and Term of Office
Date card.

This card set compliments the
Story of Writing, one of the 5
Great Lessons. Students match
up historical events with date
cards on the Time Line.

U.S. Historical Events
The U.S. Historical Event Cards
include 36 major events spanning
1600 - 2000 A.D.. This card set
is a 2-part card set designed in a
“Who Am I” format. Students
match up historical events with
their dates.

History of Early Humans
This card set compliments the
Story of Humans, one of the 5
Great Lessons. Students match
up historical events with date
cards on the Time Line.

Beadline

A Cosmic Story
The Cosmic Story is a symbolic
representation of life’s 13+
billion year journey through
the cosmos. By using beads
to represent specific events,
students can create a mnemonic
device to share the cosmic
story with others. This bead
kit includes beads, jewelry
cord. Command Cards are sold
separately. The Cosmic Story
covers 22 key events, beginning
with the Great Radiance (Big
Bang) and ending with the
child’s untold future.
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U.S. Constitution
The Constitution Card set is a 2-part
card set which can be used with
or without the TimeLine Scroll.
Designed in a “Who Am I” format,
students match constitutional amendments with their ratification date.

United States of America
The North America Story
The North America Story is a
symbolic representation of North
America’s 65 million year journey
through time. By using beads to
represent events, students can create
a mnemonic device to share the story
with others. The bead kit includes
beads, jewelry cord, and command
cards. The North America Story
covers 26 key events, beginning with
the extinction of the dinosaurs and
ending with our untold future.

The U.S.A. card set is a 2-part card set
which can be used with or without the
TimeLine Scroll. Designed in a “Who
Am I” format, students match up State
cards with the correct State and/or
date of incorporation into the Union.

Mathematics
Measurement: Spoons & Cups
The Spoons & Cup Measurement Kit
explores the concepts of dry and liquid
standard measurements by teaspoons,
cups, pints, quarts & gallons. It
includes 13 command cards, teaspoon
set, cup set, medicinal measuring cup,
and measurement jars (pints ,quarts,
and gallons. Students can explore the
concepts of estimation, conversions,
and mixtures.
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Coordinate Graph

The Coordinate Graph Curriculum was designed to introduce
students to the basic concepts of the coordinate graph and the
more complex concepts of the linear equation. The Curriculum
includes 19”x19” coordinate graph with box, 2-colored wooden
markers, 3-level command cards, and nomenclature cards.

Integers

Math Constructions
Students learn about the application of mathematics in
the construction of a building.
Command cards and beginning
materials included. This kit covers the following mathematical
concepts: measurement, perimeter, area, volume, & problem
solving.

The Integer card set was designed
to introduce the concept of
positive and negative numbers on
a number line. It includes three
levels of equation command cards
(self check) and positive/negative
cards.
Students match up equation cards
with correct number card as they
move up and down the number
line.

Algebra Board
The Work of Circles Curriculum Box Set
The Work of Circle’s Curriculum was designed to introduce
students to the basic concepts of the circle and to the more complex concepts of the measurement of it - area, circumference,
central angles, arc lengths- and the calculations of such measurements. The Lesson Cards and the 5-Level Command Cards (with
rainbow coloring to indicate the Level) allow for multiple lessons
and activities of work. Students begin with the parts of the circle
and work their way through the measurement of area, circumference, angles, arcs. sectors and segments. The Curriculum includes
19”x19” wooden box, various wooden circles and circle pieces,
5-Level Command Cards, Lesson Cards, Nomenclature cards,
protractor, and curriculum guide.

Students learn about balancing simple algebraic equations. Each
algebra box contains: Algebra board & equation cards.
Photo coming soon!
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Culture & History
Inventions

Artists

The Invention Card Set is a 2-part
card set that covers 25 inventions
that have changed the course
of human history. This can be
used with or without the Time
Line. Designed in a “Who Am I”
format, students match Inventions
with descriptions.

The Artist Card Set is a 3-part
card set, covering major periods
and movements in art from the
1400s to modern day. Designed
in a “Who Am I” format, students
can match either artists with artist
descriptions or portraits.

Ancient Architecture
The Ancient Architecture Card
Set is a 3-part card set, concerning
major architectural movements
and forms from 3600 BCE to 1800
CE Designed in a “Who Am I”
format, this card set can be used
with or without the TimeLine
Scroll.

Roman Arch Kit
This kit includes:
• Haba Architectural Blocks: Arch
• The History of the Arch booklet
• Arch Nomenclature Cards

Language
Punctuation Boxes (UE)

Paleolithic Stone Tool Kit
The Stone Tool Kit includes 3 stone
tool replicas, a hammerstone, 3-part
nomenclature card set, activity cards,
informational booklet and some other
materials. Let your student’s explore
how early humans used stone tools to
accomplish important tasks: tool making, food preparation, clothing, etc...

Each box contains 5 rule cards and sentence
cards. Each sentence card has self correct
features. Each Punctuation Box comes in a
wooden cardholder. Each sold separately.
• Semi-Colons
• Colons
• Commas
• Apostrophes
• Hyphens

Clocca Concepts
170 Winn Way
Fayetteville, GA 30215
678-386-5728 (p)
770-692-0025 (f)
Order Online 24/7
www.cloccaconcepts.com
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Science
Solar System Cards
The Solar System card set is a
2-part card set including 12 major planetary bodies and the solar system, designed in a “Who
Am I” format. Now includes
the other 4 dwarf planets.

Cardholders
Card Holder
This card holder is produced by
Hello Wood Products for Clocca
Concept’s card sets.
Dimensions: Fits most cards 4.5”
wide.

Tear Down Card holder

North American Life Line
This introduces students to the
life-cycles, stages of
development, and life-spans of different
living beings on the North American continent. Students are able
to compare/contrast similarities
and differences that exist between
specific plants, animals, bacteria,
and humans on the timeline. Each
lifeline includes 10 different life
forms (fungi, plant, tree, mammal,
bird, fish, reptile, amphibian, and
insect.

Cardholder Tray
Solid Cardholder
Punctuation Cardholder
Circle Command Cardholder

Constellation Card Set
The Constellation Card Set is
a 2-part card set including 30
major constellations relating to
Greek and Roman mythology.
Other cultures are referenced
according to constellations.

States of Matter Kit: Gases
The Gases kit contains 10 lesson cards, states of matter
nomenclature cards, materials and equipment for activities.
This material covers the basic principles of gases including the
effect of temperature, diffusion, and air pressure.
Photo Coming soon!
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